Devices installed at Point 2

DCS naming convention table

Rack O02, Outlet 1818/03, 1818/04,
Rack O03, Outlet 1818/01, 1818/02, SY1527 10.xxx.xxx.xxx
Rack O32, Outlet xxxx/xx, xxxx/xx, SY1527 10.xxx.xxx.xxx

+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+
| I05 - I30 - O05 - O30 | I04 - I31 - O04 - O31 | I03 - I32 - O03 - O32 | O02 - I33 - O33 (spare) |
+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+

Rack Areas Commissioning table

SuperModules Commissioning table

IP numbers allocated for TOF at Point2

TOF

The following are the range of addresses that have been reserved for DRM / A1500 CPU.

S2222-P2-IP113 : ALICE DCS UX25 Rack I05 TOF
S2222-R-IP113 : (64 addresses)
User addresses : from 10.160.35.136 to 10.160.35.183

S2222-P2-IP115 : ALICE DCS UX25 Rack O05 TOF
S2222-R-IP115 : (64 addresses)
User addresses : from 10.160.36.8 to 10.160.36.55

S2222-P2-IP211 : ALICE DCS UX25 Rack I30 TOF
S2222-R-IP211 : (64 addresses)
User addresses : from 10.160.37.8 to 10.160.37.55

S2222-P2-IP212 : ALICE DCS UX25 Rack O30 TOF
S2222-R-IP212 : (64 addresses)
User addresses : from 10.160.37.72 to 10.160.37.119
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